
ACTIVITY PACK
Unplugged 



This activity booklet has been designed to teach you all about

computing in a fun and exciting way. You will learn about

Computational Thinking, encode and decode secret messages using

a range of different cryptographic techniques and investigate

geometry using just a piece of paper and a pair of scissors. 

You should be able to complete most of the activities without any

help but don’t worry if you find some things too challenging, you can

always ask a parent or carer, teacher or use the chat function on our

website to speak to a member of the Technocamps team. 

When you have completed the booklet you can find much, 

much more at 

www.technocamps.com.

We are grateful for the funding we have received from the Welsh

Government which has allowed us to produce these activity packs.

Technocamps Team

HELLO!
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The English author George Orwell wrote “tea is one of the mainstays of

civilisation in this country and causes violent disputes over how it should

be made”.

Do you agree with George Orwell? How would you make a cup of tea?

Write down step by step instructions that anyone can follow to prepare a

cup of tea your way:

Computational Thinking
What is Computational Thinking? 

Computational Thinking is about working out how to solve a problem and then

writing the solution in such a way that a computer can do the hard work for you.

Activity: Cup of Tea

Once you have written down your instructions, get help from someone at

home and ask them to follow your instructions to the letter to see if they

are able to make a cup of tea the way you like it. 
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Computational Thinking
Computational Thinking allows us to take a complex problem, understand

what the problem is and develop possible solutions. We can then present

these solutions in a way that a computer, a human, or both, can understand -

Bitesize.

There are four main strands of Computational Thinking:

The Computational Thinking process involves applying all four of these

strands to solve a problem. Don’t worry if you don’t understand what these

words mean yet, let’s learn what each strand is individually and how they are

applied.

Abstraction 

Pattern Recognition

 

Algorithms  

Decomposition   
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In the example given above, we have written simple instructions like ‘Get 2

slices of bread’ and ‘Put the 2 slices of bread in the toaster’ in a specific order

indicated by the arrows between the instructions, in order to solve the

problem of how to make and eat toast. This is a very simple example that

illustrates the use of algorithms.

An algorithm is a set of simple instructions that are done in a certain order

to solve a problem.

Here’s an example: Making and Eating Toast

Computational Thinking

Algorithms  

Start

Finish

Get 2 slices

of bread

Eat toast

Put the 2 slices
of bread in 
the toaster

Lift out the 2 

slices of toast

Spread butter on 

the slices of toast

Turn on the toaster 
and wait 

until finished
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 Simple,

 In the correct order,

 Unambiguous, and 

 Relevant to solving the problem.

 Simple: each defined step is simple enough to understand. There are

no complicated sentences or steps.

 In the correct order: if the order of ‘Take out the 2 slices of toast’ and

‘Turn on toaster and wait until finished’ were reversed, then our

algorithm would fail because we would have turned on the toaster

without any slices of bread in it. Hence, it is important to have the steps

that lead to a solution in the correct order.

 Unambiguous: this word means that there should not be any other

meaning for the steps provided. For example, if the instruction was ‘Put

2 slices in toaster’, it would be unclear as to what slices the instruction

is talking about. Is it ‘2 slices of cucumber’, ‘2 slices of cake’ or ‘2 slices

of bread’. Things could get very crumbly if we toasted a cake, don’t you

think!? Therefore it is important to have clear and correct instructions

which don’t lead to any confusion.

 Relevant to solving the problem: if there was a step ‘Bake a cake’ in our

algorithm, even though it is a simple instruction, how is that related in

any way to the problem at hand? Does it help in making and eating

toast? No! So, it shouldn’t be part of the instructions.

If you have a look at the definition, we have underlined a few words. These

are essential when writing any algorithm. It is important to remember when

writing an algorithm to keep your instructions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Let us see if our sample algorithm follows the four key aspects of an

algorithm that we have specified.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Computational Thinking
Algorithms  
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Write down instructions/an algorithm on how to do something. It could be a

TikTok dance, a gymnastics move, a football trick, anything!

Can you think of 3 algorithms you use in everyday life?

Computational Thinking
Activity: Everyday Algorithms
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Once you’ve written the instructions down, read them out to someone in

your house and see if they can either follow the instructions to do the action

or can guess what the action is.



Complex Maths Problems (if you have studied algebra in school, you might

know the steps involved to solve large and complex algebraic statements).

Baking (just as we discussed above, we use a recipe which gives us

separate steps for baking the cake, preparing the icing and how to combine

them together).

Cleaning your room!

Creating a Game.

Decomposition is the process of breaking a complex problem down into

smaller component parts.

In Biology, you might learn about the process of decomposition or decay where

dead organisms are broken down into smaller pieces/compounds by bacteria

and fungi which can then be absorbed by plants. Similarly, in order to solve a

huge or complicated problem, it is important to break it down into smaller,

workable tasks. We can then create algorithms to solve each smaller task

individually and finally combine them together to solve the huge and

complicated problem we started with.

For example, if we want to create an algorithm for preparing breakfast, we

could write a single algorithm where we go about preparing the food we want to

eat like cereal, toast or pancakes along with some tea or coffee. But that single

algorithm might become too big to manage and if there was an issue in one

step then it would affect the whole process.

As it is, there are at least two individual tasks involved: prepare cereal/toast/

pancakes and prepare a cup of tea/coffee. Each of these tasks have their own

separate set of steps. By splitting them up and writing individual algorithms for

each and then combining them together, we are decomposing the problem and

solving it in an easier and more manageable way.

Some real world examples of using decomposition:

Computational Thinking
Decomposition
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When creating a game (maybe in Scratch or Arcade Make code), what

would we need to think about? Think of your favourite game. It could be

your favourite video game or any board game. For example, a 2D single

player game where the player is depicted as 3/4 of a circle that moves

around a maze consuming dots and avoiding ghosts that are chasing the

player. The dots consumed are used to give a score for the player on the

game leaderboard and if the ghosts catch the player, then the game is

over.

Choose your own favourite game and break it down into smaller parts.

Think in terms of its objectives, the characters, the kind of world in which

the game takes place, the number of players and how each player

interacts with the world.

Computational Thinking
Activity: Decomposition of a Game
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Abstraction is the process of removing unnecessary detail and simplifying.

Abstraction is used to remove unnecessary detail from a real-world situation

and to model the simplified result in an algorithm or program.

For example, while playing your favourite video game, you would not usually

think about how the video game was developed or how many pixels each

character is made of or what programming language was used to create the

video game. These details are unnecessary for playing the game.

Similarly, while learning to drive a car, you will be taught about the essentials

of driving a car (i.e. using the steering wheel, the mirrors, the brakes and seat

belts) but you won’t learn the details of the car parts used to produce power

or how the electronics in the radio work. This is because it is unnecessary

information if your aim is solely to drive the car.

Computational Thinking

These are the

abstracted versions

of the three states,

which you will be

taught if you are

studying Physics or

Chemistry.

Just like in driving,

abstraction is also

used in teaching. For

example, you would

know the following

as the three states

of matter.

Abstraction 
  

Solid Liquid Gas

Diamond

Energy Temperature Energy Temperature Energy Temperature 

Juice

Melting

Freezing
SOLID LIQUID GAS PLASMA

Condensation Deionisation 

Vaporisation Ionisation 

Clouds Ionised Neon Gas
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Let us say that you are planning a staycation and you want to visit

Aberystwyth. You use a map or Google Maps to plan your travel. Maps

use abstraction and provide only the necessary information required for

your travel. Do you agree with that statement? If yes, what are the

unnecessary details that the map abstracts and with what important

information does the map provide you?

Trevor has recently discovered Google. He loves to search for all sorts of

interesting, fun things like pictures of funny cats. He pays £1.20 to use

the internet for 2 hours. How much would it cost Trevor to surf the

internet for 5 hours and 10 minutes? How can you use abstraction to

solve this problem?

Computational Thinking
Activity: Abstracting the Essentials
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Pattern recognition involves finding the similarities or patterns in small,

decomposed problems that we can use to help us solve more complicated

problems efficiently.

We can identify the patterns by the common characteristics in the problem.

Here are a few examples where pattern recognition is used

Computational Thinking
Pattern Recognition 
  

Name Use Image

Computer aided 

diagnosis

Speech

Recognition 

Image

Recognition 

Helps doctors diagnose 

a patient's condition 

Recognises a person’s 

voice e.g. Alexa, Siri

 

Recognising faces,

handwriting (recognises

handwritten post codes on

envelopes e.g.), registration

plates (identifies a person’s

vehicle from an image of

the registration plate)
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Decrypting encrypted

messages (Recognising

patterns in encrypted

messages helps decipher

information, e.g., when

decrypting a secret

message, looking for

patterns such as the most

common letter in the

English alphabet ( e) and

the only single letter

words (A, I))

 

Computational Thinking

Name Use Image

Predicting 

Weather

 Patterns 

Codebreaking

 

Predict extreme,

 life-threatening weather.
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If we look at buses, for example, they follow a few different patterns like a

timetable that they follow, the routes that they take etc. Can you identify

a few other things around you that have patterns (something that

happens regularly in a specified manner)?

Here is another example of pattern recognition. Can you identify the

patterns and fill in the final shape? Can you explain the pattern?

Computational Thinking
Activity: Identifying Patterns
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Can you spot the pattern in these maths sequences? Write down the

number that comes next:

1. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, __

2. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, __

3. 8, 4, 0, -4, -8, __

4. 1, 2, 4, 7, 11, 16, 22, __

5. 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, __

Computational Thinking
Activity: Identifying Patterns

Create more patterns

14

What is the pattern?



F - move forward 1 square

L - turn left 90 degrees

R - turn right 90 degrees

Using the following commands, write step by step instructions to reach

the treasure:

You can use the commands more than once.

Computational Thinking
Activity: Buried Treasure
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Can you see a pattern in your instructions?



 1. What is computational thinking?

Computational Thinking
Computational Thinking Q&A

2. What are the four strands of computational thinking?

3. Which strand of computational thinking focuses on the key details?

4. Which strand of computational thinking is a set of clear,

simple and relevant instructions?

5. Which strand of computational thinking involves breaking the

problem down into smaller, easier parts?

6. Which skill would you be using if you recognised that bins

went out every Monday night?
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Rotate the inside wheel so the key number is directly below the letter A

on the bigger wheel.

If we are encrypting, we find the letter we are encrypting on the big wheel

and write down the letter directly below it.

If we are decrypting, we find the letter we are decrypting on the small

wheel and write down the letter directly above it.

Common 3 letter words are: the, and, are, for, not

Letters after apostrophes can only be: D, LL, M, RE, S, T, VE

A single letter word can only be an A or an I

The most common letters in English are: E, T, A, O, I, N

The most common double letters are: SS, EE, TT, FF, LL, MM, OO

The Caesar Cipher is a simple way of hiding a message by shifting the

letters to others in the alphabet. Because of this, it is known as a form of

shift cipher and it is named after Julius Caesar who used it when sending

secret messages. 

Shift ciphers are a type of substitution cipher. They work by shifting the

alphabet forward a number of places during encryption.

During decryption, you shift the alphabet back the same number of places.

How far you shift the alphabet acts as the key for this system. Using a cipher

wheel will make this easier. 

To use a cipher wheel:

If you aren’t given the key, you can still work out the message. Here are some

tips:

Cryptography 

Caesar Cipher

What is Cryptography?
Cryptography is all about writing and breaking secret codes. We can hide

information in many different ways and send it to our friends whilst keeping

it safe from anyone trying to steal the information. This activity will let you

try out some of the ways we can do this.
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As an example, imagine we were given the encrypted message KHOOR 

ZRUOG and we knew that the key used for encryption was 3.

Step 1 would be setting up our cipher wheel correctly. To do this, we would

shift the inside wheel until the letter with the number 3 on it was directly

below the letter A on the outside wheel, as shown below.

Step 2 is to go through the encrypted message KHOOR ZRUOG one letter at

a time finding the letter on the inside wheel and writing down the letter on the

outside. The first letter is a K so we find K on the inside wheel and write down

the letter directly above it on the outside wheel which is an H. Then we move

onto the next letter in KHOOR ZRUOG which is an H. We find H on the inside

wheel and write down the letter directly above it on the outside wheel which is

an E.

Repeating this for all the letters in KHOOR ZRUOG gives us the message

HELLO WORLD.

Cryptography 
Caesar Cipher
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Using the cipher wheels you have just made, decrypt the following messages: 

Key = 3

1. Whfkqrfdpsv lv ehwwhu wkdq vfkrro zrun 

2. Brx’uh jrqqd qhhg d eljjhu erdw

Key = 9

3. Cxcx r’en j onnurwp fn’an wxc rw tjwbjb jwhvxan

Key = 21

4. Yj jm yj ijo. Oczmz dn ij omt 

Extension: Key not given

5. Z druv r gifdzjv di wifuf. R gifdzjv. “Ufe’k pfl cvrmv yzd jrdnzjv xrdxvv” reu z

ufe’k dvre kf

 

Extension: create a message and encrypt it with your own choice of key: 

Key =

 

Message: 

Activity: Caesar Cipher 

Cryptography 
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The Bacon cipher is a method of hiding a message inside another message

by changing between two different font types.

Cryptography 
Bacon Cipher

Split the message into five letter chunks.

Replace each letter with an A if it's an uppercase letter or B if it's a

lowercase letter.

Using the grid above, find the letter which corresponds to the five letter

combination of A’s and B’s.

Repeat for each five letter chunk.

The decryption process:

1.

2.

3.

4.

For example:

Bacon message: I WENt TO SCHOOL tODay, iT Was RaInING. nO I dO

NOt lIKe it WHen iT RAIns

Font type A: UPPERCASE 

Font type B: lowercase

Translated: AAAAB AAAAA AAABA ABBBA ABBAB ... 

Hidden message: Bacon is good
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Activity: Bacon Cipher 

Cryptography 

Try and decrypt these messages:

1. ChoCOLAtE CaKEs ArE TaSTY WE ALSo lOVE pIE

 

Hidden message inside regular message:

2. THe grAsS IS GREenEr WHERe yOu WAteR

3. ChEeSEY cHIps YUM

4. tHe qUICk brOWn FOX juMpS oVER tHE lAZy Dog aNd SO Did I. iT IS vERY

fun

5. Extension: Create your own hidden message using upper and lower case.

Hidden message: 

Enciphered message: 

Regular message: 

21



To encrypt a message, we find the letter in the grid and draw the pen that it is

inside.

For example:

Plaintext: WENT  Ciphertext: 

To decrypt a message, we find the shape of the pen and replace it with the

letter that is inside it in the grid.

Ciphertext:                     Plain text: HOME 

The Pig Pen cipher is a type of a substitution cipher. The key for this cipher

is the four grids shown at the top of the page

Cryptography 
Pig Pen Cipher
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4. Don’t forget to breathe — Very important.

1. I'll be back.

2. Mama always said life was like a box of chocolates.

3. Anything is possible when you have inner peace.

Activity: Pig Pen Cipher 

Cryptography 

Use the space below to encrypt the messages:
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Cryptography 
Activity: Pig Pen Cipher 

Use the space below to decrypt the messages:

1.

2.

3.

4.

24



 Highlight the spaces to be occupied by the secret message in a zig zag

pattern.

 Replace the first highlighted space in the first row with the first letter

from the ciphertext.

 Then we can replace the next highlighted space in the first row with the

next letter in the ciphertext.

 We can keep doing this 'till we have filled each of the highlighted spaces

in the first row.

 Then we can do this for the second row.

 Keep  doing this until we have written the whole ciphertext across the

'rails'.

 We can then read off the secret message by reading the letters in the zig

zag pattern.

The Rail Fence Cipher is a transposition cipher that jumbles up the order of

the letters of a message. It works by writing out the message in a zig zag

pattern on a certain number of 'rails' and then reading off each 'rail' in turn.

If we are given a secret message that is a jumble of letters, we call this a

ciphertext. We can write the ciphertext out 'rail' by 'rail' to try and get the

original message. The number of 'rails' acts as the key in this system. This

process is called decryption.

The decryption process:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

For example:

Key = 4

Ciphertext: 

TATGHSSEMAEIIERESSCS 

Message: 

THISISASECRETMESSAGE

Cryptography 
Rail Fence Cipher
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Use the Rail Fence Cipher to decrypt the messages below:

Key = 4

Ciphertext 1: TYTIWGHMSECANLANRASERATIAYAYTCPMS

Key = 2

Ciphertext 3: LOAMITEATINWOKTEMHCPANO

Cryptography 

Ciphertext 2: TNDDOIINBNIFTAEONYY

Ciphertext 4: MYHODBEEIYUFVUATEDSEVRNORAOR

Activity: Rail Fence Cipher 
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Cryptography 
Activity: Rail Fence Cipher 

Key = 3

Ciphertext 5: WITTUVAOEELDNWNTSRIEWNTLVLOAOVITI

Extension: Key not given

Ciphertext 7: MDSRIOLOSKNEGTRTEODAFO

Ciphertext 6: JKSMUTEPWMIGSEIN
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 Work out how many rows are used for the ciphertext by dividing the

length of the ciphertext by the key size (rows = length of ciphertext/key).

 We now have the number of rows, as calculated above, and the number of

columns, the key. This is the size of our grid in which our ciphertext will be

written.

 We can start writing out the letters of the ciphertext in the first column

until we reach the last row of the grid.

 The next letter in the ciphertext becomes the first letter in the second

column and we can continue writing the ciphertext in the second column.

 Keep doing this until we have written the whole ciphertext and filled the grid.

 We can then read off the secret message by reading the letters row by

row.

For example:

The Columnar Transposition Cipher is a transposition cipher just like Rail

Fence Cipher. Columnar Transposition involves writing the secret message

out in rows, and then reading the cipher text off in columns one by one.

If given a ciphertext, we can decrypt it by writing out the ciphertext column by

column and then reading off the secret message row by row. To do this, we

need to work out how many rows there are per column. The key is the number

of columns used.

The decryption process:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Key = 5

Ciphertext: 

TSRSHAESISTASEMGICEE 

Message: 

THISISASECRETMESSAGE

Cryptography 
Columnar Transposition Cipher
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Cryptography 

Use the Columnar Transposition Cipher to decrypt the messages below:

Key = 3

Ciphertext 1: TCCOIHILFFERELE           Ciphertext 2: YSLOAOHLTSUANPS

Activity: Columnar Transposition Cipher 

Ciphertext 3: OERIOOGSEKNNRALEIS

Ciphertext 4: HSNHERLOTWAAOEUOEVPBM
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Cryptography 

Use the Columnar Transposition Cipher to decrypt the messages below:

Key = 4 

Ciphertext 5: OANMHMSIAEFLNAAY

Activity: Columnar Transposition Cipher 

Ciphertext 6:TIDNXHMOOIEIETSLTSET

Ciphertext 7: PFNAHQTLOINRUEARNDEARTMETERS
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 First we need to remove all repeating letters in our key. For example, the

6 letter key ‘HANNAH’ would become a 3 letter key ‘HAN’ and the 6 letter

key ‘SCHOOL’ would become a 5 letter key ‘SCHOL’. Note: If there are no

repeated letters, the key does not change.

 Work out how many rows are used for the ciphertext by dividing the

length of the ciphertext by the length of the key (rows = length of

ciphertext/length of key).

 We now have the number of rows, as calculated above, and the number

of columns, the key. This is the size of our grid in which our ciphertext will

be written.

 We need to number the letters in our new key in alphabetical order, from

1 to the length of our key. These become the order of our columns. For

example, the key above ‘HAN’ would be 2 1 3 and the key above ‘SCHOL’

would be 5 1 2 4 3

 We can start writing out the letters of the ciphertext in the column

numbered 1 until we reach the last row of the grid.

 The next letter in the ciphertext becomes the first letter in the column

numbered 2 and we can continue writing the ciphertext in the second

column.

 Keep doing this until we have written the whole ciphertext and filled the

grid.

 We can then read off the secret message by reading the letters row by

row.

We can also use a word as a key instead of a number when using the

Columnar Transposition Cipher.

The decryption process:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Cryptography 
Columnar Transposition Cipher
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=3

For example:

Key = SCHOOL

Ciphertext = OLPULAHOSSNSYAT 

Key without repeated letters = SCHOL

Number of rows = length of ciphertext/length of key 

= 15/5

Cryptography 
Columnar Transposition Cipher

Write out the ciphertext:

Read off the message row by row 

Message: YOUSHALLNOTPASS
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Use the Columnar Transposition Cipher to decrypt the messages below:

Key = FRIENDS

Ciphertext 8: EAERWNWBREEAOK

Cryptography 
Activity: Columnar Transposition Cipher 

Key = ANDY

Ciphertext 9: TENIBEAKMOHSANORSEYT
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The Vigenère cipher was created in the 1500’s by Giovan Battista Bellaso

and was misattributed to Blaise de Vigenère which is where it gets its name.

It is a polyalphabetic substitution cipher based on multiple shift ciphers.

A key is selected and each letter in the plaintext is shifted by the shift cipher

that replaces the letter A by the corresponding letter of the key.

For example, if our key was LEMON and our plaintext message was “Hello

World”, the first letter would be shifted by a shift cipher which replaces A by

L (i.e. key 11) so the first letter of our cipher text would replace H by S.

The second letter would be shifted by a shift cipher which replaces A by E

(i.e. key 4) so the second letter of our cipher text would replace E by I.

This repeats for each letter of our plaintext. When we have encrypted the

first five letters, we repeat the key and start with a shift of L again, then E

then M and so on.

Decryption works in the same way as decryption for a shift cipher but with

different shifts based on the letter of the key. So the first letter would be

decrypted according to the shift cipher with the key number for L which is 11.

The second letter is decrypted by the according to the shift cipher with the

key number for E which is 4. 
This repeats for each letter of the cipher text, repeating the key if the cipher

text is longer than the length of the key.

Key = LEMON 

Shift letter = 

Shift number =  

Cipher text = Sixzb hsdzq

Cryptography 
Vigenère Cipher

L  E  M  O  N         L  E  M  O  N

1 1  4  1 2  1 4  1 3

H  e   l   l   o          w  o   r   l   d

Plaintext = Hello world

1 1  4  1 2  1 4  1 3
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All these messages are movie quotes from some of the Technocamps staff's

favourite films. The key for each is the name of the staff member who likes

that film.

Key = RANDELL

1. Kayh ed zcd nv xtxv, thqi ld flq dw dzeg, olxepisjhie led fwvlyxe, slroteg lry

nle cudrrp, cenurtyx ybx apcv werrr.

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

___________________

_______________________________________________________

Key = JACK

2. Co vrn wgcc, tjoae kc wovrrni. Ogcgzc Aooaiek.

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

____________

Key = LUKE

3. Xs pvtyxhd, syy mig xz hy syy

Cryptography 

Activity: Vigenère Cipher 
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Key = RAMA

4. Yabpznqsj cmn se rolnp, emez ie tte uadkvsf ow tumvs, uf fnq oelk

rvmqmseds ko fuin an khq lzgtt

__________

________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Key = TOM 

5. Rcg lhmupqw htx rqowx bb fas ntqw. Mc tba, fawe bgz’m jqguqtbox; htbg

ul xglhuvs

______________________________________________________________________

__________

________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Key = CASEY 

6. Yhq, xfks uep ks Syrq-msxge. Ilw Qaslik-oalma. Ktk Lwayqcbto-eerkc. Olw,

ktk Kpgakib Niylrpifk!

Cryptography 

Activity: Vigenère Cipher 
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Key = LUKE

7. Hbkx’d syyc hkqp? Uvey. Hya dbex fj! 

Qvpydmyac, Ewux rzq clfn et.

__________________________________________________________________________

_______

___________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Key = LAUREN

8. Zh svw, gse jrwg nah yyee. Bok xup wup M fpe ck, cbf cue ivehyi vhy flfq

ve ol cincn zisz tt.

______________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

________

__________________________________________________________________

Key = ALEX

9. "Mlrkecw javiqh xek." Dz clu vrlw hlxt elxt xixnd? Xeey pbt xi qelge yzy x

lpwpoy.

Cryptography 

Activity: Vigenère Cipher 
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Take an A4 piece of paper and cut it length

ways into strips about 5 cm wide.

Take one of the strips and attach the two short

ends together. This will make a cylinder shaped

loop.

Take a pen and starting on outside side, draw

all the way along the outside. You never touch

the inside with your pen. Repeat the drawing

but this time along the inside. You will see again

that you never draw on the outside of the

cylinder. So this shape has two sides. But you

probably already knew that...

Take another strip and go to attach the two

short ends together. Just before attaching, twist

one of the ends by 180 degrees and then

attach. It should look like the picture at the

bottom.

Now repeat our drawing experiment. Take a

pen, place it on this new shape and draw all the

way around it. You should see something

interesting happen!

Geometry

Activity: Suspicious Sides

Sometimes all you need to do maths is paper, scissors and tape! Test out

your ability to follow algorithms whilst learning the geometry of shapes as

you make some quirky creations!
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The weird, one sided shape we have created is called a mobius strip. A

clockwise twist before joining makes a different mobius strip to an

anticlockwise twist. This is called chirality and is important in many STEM

subjects.

In the next set of tasks, you are asked to make mobius strips with different or

the same twist directions. The easiest way of doing this is when you go to

attach the strips together, always twist with the same hand.

If you want the same twist direction, make sure you turn the same hand the

same way each time i.e. right hand twisting clockwise both times.

If you want a different twist direction, turn the same hand the opposite twist

direction i.e. right hand twisting clockwise the first time and the right hand

twisting anticlockwise the second time.

Geometry
Mobius Strip
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Take an A4 piece of paper and cut it length ways

into strips about 5 cm wide. Attach two of the

strips of paper together in a cross shape as

shown preferably using sellotape, glue should

also work.

Attach the opposite strip ends together to form

two cylinders attached at 90 degrees to each

other.

Taking a pair of scissors, cut almost all the way

around one of the cylinders, leaving it just

attached where the two cylinders cross. It will

look like the image on the right. 

 You should end up with a square!

Repeat the cutting on the other cylinder. Finally

cut through the section where the cylinders

connect following both directions of previous

cuts.

Geometry

Activity: Curious Cutting
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There are 3 different experiments to do:

Now it’s your turn! Repeat the experiment but with a few small changes

when connecting the strip ends together. 

1. A mobius strip attached to a cylinder.

 

2. Two mobius strips attached together

that have been twisted the same direction

when attaching. This can be quite difficult

to keep track of so be careful.

3. Two mobius strips attached together

that have been twisted in opposite

directions when attaching. Remember

one twist in one direction, one twist in the

opposite direction.

Geometry

Activity: Curious Cutting
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What did you observe in each of the 3 different experiments? Do you have

any idea why what happened did?

1. A mobius strip attached to a cylinder.

2. Two mobius strips attached together that have been twisted the same

direction when attaching. This can be quite difficult to keep track of so be

careful.

3. Two mobius strips attached together that have been twisted in opposite

directions when attaching. Remember one twist in one direction, one twist in

the opposite direction.

Geometry

Activity: Curious Cutting Observations
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Take a long strip of paper and tie a knot in it. Slowly and carefully tighten

the knot.

Untie the paper and you will see a series of trapeziums next to each other,

with each one flipped in the opposite direction to the next.

The knot has formed a

pentagon, a five sided shape.

This is easier to see if you

cut off the leftover bits of the

paper strips or fold them

behind and out of the way.

Geometry

Activity: Nutty Knots
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Unfold the paper and you will see another series of trapeziums next to each

other with each one in the opposite direction to the next.

Slowly and carefully tighten your new knot.

You have made a heptagon, a 7 sided shape by tying two knots.

Before tightening to make a pentagon, take one of the ends of the strip of

paper and wrap it underneath the knot. Then slide it through both loops.

This makes a double knot.

Geometry 

Take another piece of paper and begin tying the first knot again.

Activity: Nutty Knots
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So, we have managed to make a 5 sided shape using 1 knot and a 7 sided

shape with 2 knots. How many sides would a 3 knotted shape have?

How would you make a hendecagon, an 11 sided shape or a

heptatriacontagon, a 37 sided shape?

You might have noticed these are all odd sided shapes! How would you

make any odd sided shape?

Geometry

Activity: Nutty Knots
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Take an A4 sheet of paper and fold it in half length ways. Unfold it and then

fold it in half again width ways.

In the centre of the paper, find where the fold lines cross and put a small

dot to mark it. Using a ruler, measure 5 cm up and mark another dot.

Repeat with down, left and right.

Using a ruler, connect the dots to

make a square/diamond shape. Fold

the paper along its width and then cut

out the square shape.

 On a separate piece of paper, use a

compass and a ruler to measure and then

cut out a circle with a radius of 6.5 cm.

The circle is bigger than the diamond

shaped hole so we can’t pass it

through the piece of paper. 

But what if we fold the paper so the sides of the square become aligned?

Geometry 

Activity: Circle Through Square
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Fold the piece of paper in half

width ways so it looks like the

picture on the right.

Fold along the black line, bending the shape labelled A behind the rest of

the paper so it looks like below, then unfold.

Using the middle line fold and the diagonal fold you just made, fold the

black line to align with the crosses as shown below.

Geometry 

Activity: Circle Through Square
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Looking down from above, you should see something similar to below.

We can then rearrange the fold flaps to look like this and then try and

pass your circle through the new gap.

This is the same square gap we had before for which the circle was too

big, but now it passes through really easily! Can you work out why?

Geometry 

Activity: Circle Through Square
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Technocamps Team

Congratulations 
on completing all the activities!

Once you have completed this activity pack, scan

this QR code or follow this link:

www.bit.ly/TCActivityPack

 (at home or in school) to let us know 

and be in with a chance of winning some

Technocamps goodies!
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